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Dynamic Strategies Global Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Inspired by Quality, Committed to Excellence...
ABOUT US

Dynamic Strategies Global Solutions Pvt. Ltd. (Dynamic Strategies) is founded by a group of highly experienced experts from technology, business solution and service domains with a vision to provide high-value solutions at an affordable Global delivery model.

Dynamic Strategies is dedicated to providing results oriented services and programs that are consistently value-added. We are committed to exceeding client expectations, providing products and services of superior quality, and demonstrating uncompromising integrity.

Dynamic Strategies aims to be a major player in Consulting, Training and Development Industry.

http://www.dynamic-strategies.in
SERVICES

1. Software Development
   • School Management System
   • Hospital Management System
   • Travel Management System
   • Mobile App Development
2. Soft Skills Training
3. ISO Certification
4. Career Counseling
5. Interview Coaching
6. Professional Grooming
7. Study Abroad Assistance
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

1. School Management System

Our School Management System will be a Tool for Business Optimization of Schools and Educational Institutions and its processes

The project will cover usually all areas related to an Educational Institution especially School.

- Front Office / Reception / Visitor Management
- Registration of Students
- Information / Inquiry / Counseling
- Course / Syllabus
- Time Table Management
- Library Management
- Inventory Management
- Transportation Management
- Fees Management
- Student Attendance Management
- Student Information Management
- Student Transfer / Promotion
- System Management
- Chat / Communication
- Human Resource Management System
- Certificates Awarded
- Financial Accounting
- Asset Management
- Canteen Management
- Hostel Management
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

School Management System: Benefits

- Effective communication between teachers, parents and students
- Complete automation of all operations
- Centrally stored information with zero redundancy
- Frequent interaction with teachers
- Reliable update on child's attendance, progress report and fee payment.
- Tracking of homework assigned by teacher to their child
- Prior information about school events and holidays
- Automated student attendance
- Computerized management of marks and grades
- Homework assignment to students and approval
- Enhanced interaction with teachers, parents
- Online submission of homework
- Access to attendance, timetable, marks, grades and examination schedule
- Prior information about school events and holidays
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

2. Hospital Management System

Our Hospital Management System will be a Tool for OPD, IPD, Lab, OT, Pharma, Inventory, Payroll & HRD Management, Radiology Management, Accounts Management, Security Management, Medical Data Management, Store Management, SMS/Email with User-wise reporting.
INTRODUCTION

Our Tour & Travel Management System will be a Web based Application. The main purpose of “Tours and travels management system” is to provide a convenient way for a customer to book hotels, flight, train and bus for tour purposes.

The objective of this project will be to develop a system that automates the processes and activities of a travel agency. In this project, We will make an easier task of searching places and for booking train, flight or bus.

OBJECTIVE

This application will be developed to provide best travelling services to the customers and travel agents. We have developed tours and travel management system to provide a search platform where a tourist can find their tour places according to their choices.

This system will also help to promote responsible and interesting tourism so that people can enjoy their holidays at their favorable places. This system also helps to develop tourism with different cultures so that they enrich the tourism experience and build pride.

We develop this system to create and promote forms of tourism that provide healthy interaction opportunities for tourists and locals and increase better understanding of different cultures, customs, lifestyles, traditional knowledge and believes.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Travel Management System: Important Modules

- Administration
- International
- Business Travels
- Flight Booking
- Hotel Booking
- Secure Payment
- Bus Booking
- Packages
- Passport Service
- Cruise Booking
- Rail Booking
- Taxi Booking
- Financial Management
- List / Map view
- Personal Tours
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Software Development

4. Mobile Application Development

Our team of mobile app developers is creative and knowledgeable to accomplish your individual demands as well as your business needs. With advanced tools and technology our mobile apps developers are able to create highly customized mobile applications for consumer needs and enterprises. Our experience and past work are the showcase of our brilliance in mobile applications development.

Android App Development
Be it social media, restaurants, health care, sports, education sector, etc., we design and develop every type of Android Apps for smartphones and tablets. Our Android developers are passionate and professional in crafting the highest quality mobile application for you.

iPhone Application Development
With the advent of iOS technological advancements, we build elegant and engaging iPhone applications that will not only make your business lucrative but also performance oriented. Our professional iPhone application developers always design and develop user-friendly and easy-to-use mobile apps.

Windows Mobile Application Development
Our Windows Mobile application development is a versatile platter of services that is limited to no stringent plans or straight-faced directives. Each of our strategy and approach involved in developing Windows Mobile App solution is flexibly placed and raised to the level that covers your plans, your aspiration and your vision for the product fully.
SOFT SKILLS TRAINING

According to research by Stanford and the Carnegie Foundation, 85% of the reason a person gets a job, will keep a job and move ahead in that job has to do with people skills and people knowledge.

What are Soft Skills?

Soft skills are a person’s Emotional Quotient (EQ). Comprising communication skills, self-management skills, leadership and interpersonal skills, they also include personal habits, friendliness, optimism and other similar traits.

- Emotional Intelligence.
- Problem Solving.
- Presentation Skills.
- Professional Skills.
- Team Building / Management.
- Time Management.
- Decision Making.
- Negotiation Skills
- Public Speaking Skills.
- Effective Delegation.
- Business Etiquette.
- Dispute Resolution.
- Crisis Management.
- Coaching & Mentoring.
- Interpersonal Skills.
- Persuasion.
- Leadership & Management.
- Business Etiquette.
- Communication Skills.
ISO Certification

As a small business owner, if you plan to bid on projects, particularly tenders released by larger corporations and government bodies, there is a good chance you will come across a requirement for ISO certification. While there are many types of ISO certifications, they are all designed to ensure that the products, services and processes a company uses conform to acceptable international standards.

ISO certification ensures that an organization runs its business using international standards for products, services and processes. These can include business management, environmental policies, or they can be standards that were developed by the ISO for specific business sectors.

- ISO 9001:2015
- CE Marking.
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Career Counseling

Career development is a lifelong process that, whether you know it or not, actually started when you were born! There are a number of factors that influence your career development, including your interests, abilities, values, personality, background, and circumstances. Career Counseling is a process that will help you to know and understand yourself and the world of work in order to make career, educational, and life decisions.

Who needs Career Counseling?

Since career development is a lifelong process, Career Counseling can be appropriate for anyone, including freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors, and even alumni. The earlier you get started making intentional decisions about your future, however, the better prepared you will be! We recommend that all students from class 8th onwards must seek counseling.

Why Career Counseling?

Career development is more than just deciding on a major and what job you want to get when you graduate. It really is a lifelong process, meaning that throughout your life you will change, situations will change, and you will continually have to make career and life decisions. The goal of Career Counseling is to not only help you make the decisions you need to make now, but to give you the knowledge and skills you need to make future career and life decisions.
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Interview Coaching

Interviewing for a job can be stressful, especially when you haven't had a lot of practice. One way to help improve your interview skills is to work with a coach. ... Having interview coaching can help job seekers develop a variety of skills and techniques that are useful for interviews.

What is Interview Coaching?

Interview coaching can help increase your chances of getting a job for a number of reasons. Coaching gives you experience answering many different interview questions and interacting with potential employers. Coaches can provide you with valuable feedback that will help you improve your responses during interviews.

The more you practice with a coach, the more confident you will be. You should feel confident walking into any interview, and a coach can give you the tools to feel self-assured.

Why Interview Coaching?

One way to help improve your interview skills is to work with a coach. ... Having interview coaching can help job seekers develop a variety of skills and techniques that are useful for interviews. It's also a way to prepare for and feel more confident about upcoming interviews.

What complicates the interview process is that our personalities, assumptions and actions will directly affect the information obtained. Many of those interviewing fail to realize that the people being interviewed either do not recognize they have anything important to give to the process or in some cases do not wish to give you the information they do have. Despite this, very few interviewers have a strategy in place to circumvent this problem.
PROFESSIONAL GROOMING

In a corporate and a professional work-place, image and impression play an important role. How people perceive you and see you is a lot to do with whether they like you and want to work with you or not. Hence, professional grooming is important. How you carry yourself, how you dress, what you speak, how you conduct yourself is no doubt, important!

The Impact of Grooming On Your Professional Life

Proper grooming and professional appearance are important to gain not just positive impression but also respect in the workplace. First impressions matter and the way you look and carry yourself create impact on people you get along with in the work setting. Proper grooming and professional appearance is important to both men and women. Lack of these may lead to poor image and may interfere with your chance of getting good impression and positive feedbacks from your workmates and superiors.

As an individual living and working in a highly complex and competitive society, you must recognize and understand the impact of your appearance as it communicates first to you and then to others. While it is important to like what you wear and the way you look, it is more important to understand why or why not and specifically how this affects you, others and your life and the achievement of your goals.
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STUDY ABROAD ASSISTANCE

India has emerged as one of the leading markets for foreign education. Every year over 4 lakhs students from various corners of the country study abroad in pursuit of higher education.

Why Dynamic Strategies?

Dynamic Strategies is one of the leading overseas education consultants that undertakes student recruitment for top Universities and Education partners in countries such as USA, Canada, UK, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, Singapore, Dubai, Germany and much more. We understand that choosing to study overseas is a big and impactful decision students take as they look further ahead towards developing a rewarding career.

At Dynamic Strategies, we place great emphasis on relevant and focused counselling to the student to find the best courses and best institution/university offering that course. Hence, students can attain an international qualification from a reputed and recognized international education partner.
**Contact Us**

**Dynamic Strategies Global Solutions Pvt. Ltd.**
302/6, Royale Estate
Chandigarh – Delhi Expy,
Zirakpur (Chandigarh Region) 140 603

info@dynamic-strategies.in
director@dynamic-strategies.in
dynamic-strategies@hotmail.com

Contact:
Lanline: +91-172-355125
Mobile: +91-7696007767
Mobile: +91-8283037767
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